Two questions about the existence of bounded analytic functions with prescribed behavior are answered using a construction technique of McLaughlin and Piranian. If A is a relatively closed, countable subset of the unit disc, the construction gives (I) Function/ e H°° so that the inner factor off -a is a finite Blaschke product if and only if a G A. (II) Inner function <f> so that <#> -a has a discrete singular inner factor if and only if a e A. Received by the editors March 13, 1978. A MS (MOS) subject classifications (1970). Primary 30A76.
A technique of McLaughlin and Piranian [2] is used to construct bounded analytic functions in the unit disc % whose inner factors have prescribed properties. We refer to [3] for definitions of the various types of inner functions. If/ G //°°(%), then Inn(/) is used to denote the inner factor off.
Let A be a relatively closed and countable subset of %. For convenience and without loss of generality, we assume 0 G A.
Example I. There exists a function f E //°°(%), /(%) = Gil, so that Inn(/ -a) is a nonconstant finite Blaschke product if and only if a E A.
Example II. There exists a discrete singular inner function <j> so that Inn(d) -a) has a discrete singular inner factor if and only if a E A.
Example I shows that a result of Carl Cowen [1, Corollary to Theorem 5] on commutants of analytic Toeplitz operators is strictly stronger than the earlier result of Thomson [4] . Specifically, if A = (0), then the set (j3et:
Inn(/ -/( ß )) is finite Blaschke} is the finite set/"'({0}).
Example II answers negatively the final question in [3] . For a G Gíí, let \pa be the Möbius transformation of % given by 4>a(z) = (z -a)/(l -âz), zE%.
Let A = (0} u {l/n: n = 2, 3, ...}. Then the inner function d> given by Example II is the limit in H°° of the sequence {(^x/n ° <f>): n = 2, 3, . . . }, and each of these has a nontrivial discrete singular inner factor. . . be a labelling of the segments on S0 lying over T. For each k = 1,2,..., slit one sheet of Sk along a segment lying over T, slit S0 along yk, and join Sk to S0 by connecting opposite sides of these slits. Likewise, slit a copy of % along T and join it to S0 along y0. Let S denote the resulting simply connected Riemann surface with m the projection onto %. Let F be a conformai mapping of the unit disc onto S. We show that / = m ° F has the desired properties.
Clearly/ G H00 and/(%) = 6li. If a E %\A, then there is some k0 with a £ íí¿o; hence a E £ik for all k > k0, implying that f -a has infinitely many zeros. On the other hand, if a G A, then / -a has precisely one zero, and it remains only to show that f -a has no (nontrivial) singular inner factor.
Removing the sets F~x(yk), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . breaks % into disjoint simply connected open sets An, A " ... , each AA corresponding under F to the slit surface Sk, and A_,, corresponding under F to the slit copy of % which went into S. Suppose there exists e'9 E 3 % and r0, 0 < r0 < 1, so that \f(re») -a\< 8, r0 < r < 1,
where 8 = 8 (a) > 0 is given by fi = inf{|o -z\:z GTua^l}.
Then the segment {re'9: r > r0} lies entirely within one of A_,, Aq, A,, . . . . It cannot lie in A_, since the image {F(re'9): r > r0) would then be contained in a compact subset of S, contradicting the fact that F is a conformai mapping. Thus it lies in Ak for some k0 > 0. But this implies that {f(re'9): r > r0) C ük . The conditions imposed on the sets {ß^} imply a G ß* , so liminf \f(re">) -a\> 0.
Since (1) implies (2) we conclude that / -a cannot have zero as a radial limit. As is well known, this implies f -a has no singular inner factor.
Construction of Example II. Fix a segment T as above. Let a,, a2, . . . be the nonzero points of A. (Of course, A may be finite, but that just makes our proof easier.) Let S0 be the universal covering surface of % \ {0} and Sk the universal covering surface of %\{0, ak), k = 1, 2, ... . Let y,, y2, . . . denote the segments on S0 lying over T. As before, slit one sheet of each Sk along a segment lying over T, slit S0 along yk, and join Sk to SQ by connecting opposite sides of these slits. Let S denote the resulting simply connected Riemann surface, tr the projection onto %\{0}, and G a conformai KENNETH STEPHENSON mapping of the unit disc onto S. We show that d> = tt ° G has the desired properties. First, all radial limits of d> lie in A u 9 6ll. A is countable, hence of capacity zero; so the set {e'9: limM, <b(re'9) G A} is of Lebesgue measure zero. That is, almost all radial limits of d> are in 3 %, so d> is an inner function. Also, if a E % \ A, then a cannot be a radial limit of <p, implying that zero cannot be a radial limit of <p -a. Thus <#> -a has no singular inner factor. <p itself is singular since S does not cover z = 0. Now fix ak E A. As before, removing the sets G~x(yk) breaks %. into disjoint simply connected open sets Aq, A,, . . ., each Ak corresponding under G to the slit surface Sk. ak occurs as the asymptotic value on some arc in %. An argument similar to that used earlier shows that from some point on, such an arc lies entirely in A^.. Also, since ak is a positive distance from T, such an arc must end at an interior point e'9 G9A¿ n 9%. We see then that <p -a does not vanish in A^, yet limr^x(<b(re'9) -a) = 0; so <b -a has a singular inner factor. The counting argument used in [3] to prove Theorem 1(a) can be applied here to show that the number of such points e'9 in the interior of dAk n 9 % is at most countable. Since these are the support points for the measure associated with the singular factor of d>, that factor must be a discrete singular inner function.
Finally, the same counting argument shows that {e'9: lim,.^, <b(re'9) = 0} is at most countable, hence d> itself is a discrete singular inner function.
